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ColorFlex 
Custom colored acrylic latex caulk with silicone. ColorFlex is designed for corner 
and perimeter caulking of decorative surfaces. After the component (counter, vanity, 
bath surround, etc.) is installed and the laminate seams have been filled with SeamFil, 
ColorFlex is used to seal the inside corners and perimeter of the component. Where 
flexibility is needed, ColorFlex is perfect for filling gaps and sealing places where components meet the walls, floors, cabinets, 
tile or insets.

ColorFlex II
Custom colored high-gloss acrylic caulk. Like ColorFlex, ColorFlex II is used for corner 
and perimeter caulking of decorative surfaces. ColorFlex II, however, has adhesive qualities 
tht bonds components together unlike its successor. Typical applications for this product 
are sealing miter joints, setting backsplashes on counter decks and caulking vertical and 
horizontal corners.   40 plus colors available. 

SeamFil Retarder
SeamFil is formulated to dry quickly, so that the countertop can be put into service 
immediately after touch up.  In a few instances, such as when you are matching a particularly 
tricky color, you need a longer drying time.  A few drops of the retarder in the mix will allow 
enough time to get a perfect match. 

SeamFil Solid Kit
Repairs nicks seams and gouges with ease.  Bonds mechanically to substrate of surface.  
Dries hard and becomes a permanent part of the laminate surface.  Resists moisture, 
detergents and other household products as effectively as the original laminate.  Also 
works well on cracks, chips and other imperfections where the dark substrate is visible.

Kit contains – 1 ounce of the 12 most popular 
colors, non scratch putty knife and ½ pint of 
solvent and complete instructions. 

SeamFil Solvent
Solvent for use in preparing joint and cleaning up excess SeamFil.  
Excellent for cleaning up contact cement, removing print from 
laminate and cleaning up spray and rolling equipment.
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SeamFil Standard Colors
Repairs nicks seams and gouges with ease.  Bonds 
mechanically to substrate of surface.  Dries hard and 
becomes a permanent part of the laminate surface.  Resists 
moisture, detergents and other household products as 
effectively as the original laminate.  Also works well 
on cracks, chips and other imperfections where the dark 
substrate is visible.

Available in 21 different colors.  Each tube is 1 ounce.  
Refer to SeamFil color matching guide to determine mixing 
proportions. 

SeamFil Woodgrain Kit
Repairs nicks seams and gouges with ease.  Bonds mechanically to substrate of surface.  Dries 
hard and becomes a permanent part of the laminate surface.  Resists moisture, detergents 
and other household products as effectively as the 
original laminate.  Also works well on cracks, chips 
and other imperfections where the dark substrate is 
visible.

Kit contains – 1 ounce of the 12 most popular 
colors to match wood grains surfaces, non scratch 
putty knife and ½ pint of solvent and complete 
instructions. 
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Wilsonart 800/801
Extremely Flammable Premium Spray Grade 
Contact Adhesive
The original high speed industry standard spray applied 
contact adhesive especially formulated for post forming 
applications.  Versatile, in all types of weather, fast drying, 
easy application by hand or automatic equipment.  Never 
needs stirring.  An application and a bond that will last a 
lifetime.

Adhesives
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Permagrip 107
Hi Temp Aerosol Adhesive
A high temperature resistant, high performance grade contact adhesive in a flammable propellant.
Very high strength adhesive formulated for the woodworking and marine industries. Its shear and 
peel strength makes it ideal for bonding high pressure laminates to various substrates and auto, 
RV and boat interiors. Fast dry times of 1 to 2 minutes and 5 to 10 minutes open time make this a 
very production efficient product.  Times may vary due to temperature and humidity. Free of ozone 
depleting chemicals and free of CFC’s. Self contained system affords portability not allowed by 
more traditional spray systems. Approximately 64 sq ft per pound coverage. 

Part # Description
IM107 17 oz aerosol can
IM107-38 38 lb disposable cylinder

Wilsonart 500
 Extremely Flammable Roller Grade Contact 
Adhesive
Our most popular roller and brush grade contact adhesive.  
Fast drying, high solids and easy roller application for 
professional use only.  
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Cutters and Shears for Plastic Laminate
GU11-LS Regular Plastic Laminate Shears
Capable of making straight cuts on all types of decorative plastic laminate, the patented, 
‘double action’, hardened steel cutting blades of this tool cut without binding, and will not 
crack or chip the decorative surface.  Widely used by professional and do it yourself installers 
for rough cutting laminate before cementing in place.  Can also be used to cut the irregular 
contour line for the laminate piece that fits between a wall and the backsplash top.  Has vinyl 
coated handles for comfort, and the spring return handles can be locked in the closed position.  
Tool has a 1 7/16” length of cut with a 9/64” kerf.   

Cutters and Shears for Plastic Laminate
GU10-LS Plastic Laminate Shears
This old style shear cuts clean un-chipped edges like the GU11-LS shears.  But the handles 
are held under the sheet when in use, rather than over.  This permits cutting across a piece of 
coved laminate. Has vinyl coated handles for comfort and the spring return handles can be 
locked in the closed position. Tool has a 1 1/8” length of cut with 9/64” kerf. 

Gundlach
GU344 Plastic Laminate Scoring Cutter
Featuring a double edged blade, this a very popular, inexpensive and easy to use tool.  The carbide tipped 
blade simply cores through the decorative surface, and the laminate breaks cleaning away.  Ideal for both 
do it yourself and professional installers.  Excellent for cutting self edging strips.  Double edged blades are 
more economical.  

Gundlach
GU344-B Scoring Replacement Knife Blade
Replacement blade for GU344.   

Shears
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Extension Handle Roller
GU333-AR Extension Handle Roller
This sturdy roller can be used for counter tops, walls and resilient flooring.  There are no axle projections, 
allowing flush work into corners without scratching adjoining surfaces.  Handle is quickly adjusted from 
17” to 27” by means of a twist lock mechanism. The hard rubber roller sections exert uniform pressure.  
Roller sections are 1 ½” diameter and the overall width of the three rollers is 7 ½”.  Nickel plated handle is 
mounted on a cast aluminum frame.  Roller weighs 2 ½ lbs.

Seam and Tile Rollers
GU4-L     9” Long Seam and Tile Rollers
Widely used for sheet vinyl seam work, ‘rolling in’ resilient tile hot cuts and for floor and 
counter top covering work.  The machined and polished steel rollers are 2” wide x 2” diameter, 
and are mounted on a smooth rolling ball bearing.  The wood handles are shaped for a 
comfortable grip and are securely fastened to the bracket.  

Bent Handle Pressure Roller
TNPR3
Features

Heavy duty roller• 
3” x 1/12” (75 x 38 Ø mm)• 
Black rubber roller• 
2 heavy duty ribbed grips• 
Zinc plated steel handle• 

“J” Pressure Roller
TNJR3
Features

For exerting pressure on plastic laminates and veneers• 
3” x 1/12” (75 x 38 Ø mm)• 
Black rubber roller• 
2 heavy duty ribbed grips• 
No axel projection • 

Double Edge Squeeze Roller
TNSQZR
Features

Lever action pressures edge of laminate to substrate • 
Excellent for correcting edge lifts• 
Aluminum handle• 
Two polypropylene white rollers• 
Vinyl grip • 

Trim Ease Stick
TNTM2
Features

Prevents bearing pilot burns on laminate• 
24 per box• 
4” x ½” • 
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Simonds
SI10B  10” All Purpose Black Maxi Sharp Files
All purpose, the built in handle provides maximum versatility for a wide range of applications.  All 
purpose files feature a double cut on one side and a single cut on the other side, have one edge cut 
and one edge safe (uncut) for shoulder filing and are parallel in width and thickness.

Simonds
SI10BMK 10” Multi-Kut Flat
Obtain almost any required finish simply by changing the feed pressure. Multi-Kut Flat Files are 
single-cut coarse tooth files that taper toward the point in width. Simonds exclusive Multi-Kut 
design features a diamond pattern “double chip-breaker” allowing for fast stok removal while 
leaving a smooth finish. So versatile, the Simonds Multi-Kut combines the performances of Flat and Mill Files.

Simonds
SIFC  File Card with Brush
Used to clean files – files last longer when kept properly cleaned.  Excess build up can cause 
clogging resulting in slipping, scratching, or other filing specifications. 
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